Genomic instability characterizes the aneuploid cancer cell. Losses of genetic material are critical in cancer by exposing recessive mutations in tumor suppressor genes. Gains of genetic material also may lead to overexpression of genes contributing to tumor progression either in the presence or absence of mutation. However, the detection of moderate gains (such as tri-tetraploidy) has been a challenge in cancer research. Unbiased DNA fingerprinting by the arbitrarily primed PCR allows the detection of moderate gains (in addition to losses) of DNA sequences of known chromosomal localization. We have generated in this manner a molecular karyotype of metastatic colon cancer. This amplotype shows that sequences from several chromosomes undergo both losses (1, 4, 9, 14, and 18) and gains (6, 7, 12, and 20) in over half of the tumors. Moreover, gains of sequences from chromosomes 8 and 13 occurred in most tumors, indicating the existence in these chromosomes of positive regulators of cell growth or survival that are under strong positive selection during tumor progression. We conclude that overrepresentation of these chromosomal regions is a critical step for metastatic colorectal cancer. Comparative amplotype analysis from primary and metastatic tumors suggest the existence in chromosome 4 of gene(s) whose loss is specifically selected in cells that reach the metastatic stage.
Genomic instability characterizes neoplastic transformation and generates tumor cell aneuploidy. Mutations activate positive regulators of cell growth or survival and inactivate factors with a negative role in these processes (1) . Losses of heterozygosity (LOH) unmask recessive mutations in tumor suppressor genes (2) . LOH can be detected by restriction fragment length polymorphisms of polymorphic minisatellite loci (3, 4) and more recently (5) by PCR amplification of highly informative microsatellite loci (6) . The ''allelotype'' approach was critical for the identification and subsequent characterization of RB and p53 (2, 4, 7) and the emergence of the tumor suppressor gene era.
But losses of genetic material provide only half of the picture of the distorted genome found in the majority of cancer cells. Chromosomal gains can be diagnostic indicators of the presence of dominant oncogenes such as c-K-ras (8, 9) . Gains of genetic material also may lead to overexpression of genes contributing to tumor progression in the absence of mutation. Thus, moderate gains (e.g., equivalent to trisomy͞tetrasomy) of chromosomal fragments have long been known to be germane to neoplasia (10) (11) (12) . The detection of such moderate chromosomal changes has been a challenge in cancer research, and perhaps as a consequence, ''the pathogenetic significance of such abnormalities is totally unknown,'' as Mitelman et al. (13) wrote in their recent review.
Recent progress in the molecular genetics of cancer has facilitated the detection of allelic abnormalities at the subchromosomal level. Representation differential analysis is a powerful technique for the identification and isolation of sequences underand overrepresented in tumor genomes (14) . LOH analysis by restriction fragment length polymorphisms or microallelotyping procedures (3) (4) (5) can be used for the detection of tumor suppressor genes. However, these techniques cannot identify moderate gains of genetic material. Improvements to make PCR quantitative have been implemented for microallelotyping but at the expense of losing simplicity (15) . Comparative genomic hybridization (CGH) has allowed the assessment of numerical and structural chromosome aberrations (16) . However, CGH requires special instrumentation and only can detect alterations of relatively large chromosomal regions.
DNA fingerprinting of polymorphic minisatellites has been used to study anonymous somatic mutations during tumorigenesis, either by one- (17) or two-(18) dimensional gel electrophoresis. However, these techniques use Southern blot hybridization of genomic DNA, and the subsequent isolation and characterization of the altered sequences is difficult. The arbitrarily primed PCR or AP-PCR (19) is a PCR-based DNA fingerprinting technique that uses single primers of arbitrarily chosen sequence and several initial cycles of low stringency. Primer annealing at multiple sites generates many PCR products that represent a DNA fingerprint specific for each primer-DNA template combination. Comparison of the AP-PCR fingerprints from matched tumor and normal tissues identifies somatic mutations. AP-PCR DNA fingerprinting was instrumental for the identification of the microsatellite mutator phenotype pathway for cancer (20) . The detection of recurrent fingerprint band shifts revealed the tumor-specific accumulation of hundreds of thousands of somatic clonal mutations. This genome-wide instability in repetitive sequences underlies a mutator phenotype pathway for some sporadic and hereditary gastrointestinal cancers (21) .
The quantitative nature of AP-PCR fingerprinting also allows the detection of allelic losses and gains in tumor cells by the reduction or increase in intensity of tumor fingerprint bands, respectively (22) . The chromosomal origins of most fingerprint bands can be assigned simultaneously by AP-PCR of somatic monochromosome cell hybrid panels (23) . These features offer an excellent opportunity to use AP-PCR DNA fingerprinting as an unbiased molecular karyotyping of tumors. We have tested this hypothesis by applying AP-PCR to study the prevalence of allelic losses and gains at the late stages of colorectal tumor progression.
METHODS
Tumor Samples. Primary colorectal tumors and their normal tissue counterparts included 12 primary Dukes' D colon carci-nomas and 25 colon cancer liver metastases (12 of these samples were derived from the same 12 primary carcinoma patients). Most of these tumors were obtained from the National Cancer Center at Tokyo. In agreement with the low incidence of metastasis in colon cancer of the microsatellite mutator phenotype (20) , none of the tumorrs studied exhibited enhanced microsatellite instability. Some metastatic colorectal carcinomas and a panel of 80 tumors at earlier stages of tumor progression with follow-up data (24) were obtained from the Human Tissue Cooperative Network (University of Alabama, Birmingham).
AP-PCR DNA Fingerprinting. Genomic DNA was prepared from tumor and normal tissues as described (22, 24) . DNA (50-100 ng) was subjected to AP-PCR amplification in 25 l of reaction mix: 1 unit of Taq DNA polymerase (PerkinElmer-Cetus), 10 mM Tris⅐HCl (pH 8.3), 50 mM KCl, 4.5 mM Mg Cl2, 0.1% gelatin, and 1 M primer. The AP-PCR conditions were as described (22) with 25 high stringency cycles. The number of cycles is an important parameter to maintain linearity of amplification and is determined empirically for each primer. The PCR products were electrophoresed in a 5.5% polyacrylamide gel (22) at 55 W for 5-6 h. The MCG1 and BLUE arbitrary primers' sequences have been described (23) . The sequence of the F primer is 5Ј-ATT CAA GAC TGC CTT TCC TA-3Ј.
Chromosomal Assignment of AP-PCR Fingerprint Bands. Chromosome assignment was determined by PCR of monochromosome human-rodent cell hybrids NIGMS panels 1 and 2 (Coriell Cell Repositories, Camden, NJ) by using specific primer sets previously designed based on the sequence of the cloned fragments. Bands were extracted with 100 l of distilled water and reamplified with the same arbitrary primer and cloned by using the PCR script system (Stratagene) and the TA cloning system (Invitrogen) following the manufacturers' instructions. To confirm the authenticity of the cloned bands, they were used as probes in Southern blots of AP-PCR gels (25) . Correct clones were selected by comparison of the fingerprint and blotting patterns. The chromosomal origin of other fingerprint bands was determined by the SHARP method (23) . Genomic Southern blot analysis of cloned AP-PCR bands was done as described (22) .
Densitometrical Analysis. The dried gels were exposed to x-ray film at room temperature without image intensifier or at Ϫ70°C with image intensifier at different time exposures. Autoradiograms were scanned with ImageMaster Desk Top Scanner (Pharmacia LKB). The scanned image was analyzed with IMAGEMASTER software (Pharmacia) by using an IBM-PC PS͞V personal computer. The backgrounds of the x-ray film and of the individual lanes were subtracted by using the Rolling-Disk background subtraction method following the instructions by the manufacturer. Film calibration was made by serial dilution of 32 P-labeled oligonucleotides, and the radioactivity was standardized by Cerenkov counting by using the LS3801 liquid scintillation system (Beckman), with the same exposure conditions as the AP-PCR fingerprinting gels. 
RESULTS
Unbiased DNA Fingerprinting of Colorectal Cancer. We applied AP-PCR DNA fingerprinting to the analysis of chromosomal numerical changes in human colorectal cancer. Two arbitrary primers, MCG1 and BLUE, were selected based on their fingerprints quality (low background) and quantity (Ͼ25 bands). The chromosomal origin for most of the fingerprint bands has been determined (23) . Each autosome was represented by at least one fingerprint band, except chromosomes 18, 19, and 21. Therefore, estimation of band losses and gains of the fingerprints generated by these two primers allowed us to establish a molecular karyotype of colorectal cancer. We named this molecular karyotype an ''amplotype'' to distinguish it from the conventional ''allelotype'' whereby only LOH, and by inference allelic losses, can be determined. We chose to analyze metastatic tumors to determine the amplotype with the presumed highest number of chromosomal changes. Fig. 1 shows the AP-PCR fingerprints generated by the arbitrary primer MCG1. Differences in band intensity were frequent in the DNA fingerprints from normal vs. tumor tissues. Some of these differences were due to variation in the overall levels of amplification between DNAs (compare the backgrounds of cases 10, 12, and 14) and were not considered significant (for instance the increased intensity of band A in the metastasis of case 14). The intensity changes of other bands were, on the other hand, reproducible (see Methods for the criteria followed for scoring gains and losses). Because of the complexity of the figure, we describe only some of the representative bands: D and O, derived from chromosome 8, and E and J, derived from chromosome 13. These bands showed consistent increases in tumor tissue DNAs, in contrast with other bands exhibiting sporadic intensity changes, such as the increased intensity of band A in cases 2 and 7 in both primary (P) and metastatic (M) tumors and case 8 (only M). Examples of increases in bands E and J: cases 1 (only band J, in both P and M); 2, 7 ,and 8 (both bands E and J, in both P and M); 3 (only band E, in both P and M). Examples of increases in bands D and O: cases 4, 5, and 12 (both bands D and O, in both P and M); 8-11 (band O, in both P and M; band D, in P); and cases 13 and 14 (both bands D and O).
Allelic Losses and Gains in Colorectal Cancer. Southern blot hybridization experiments with cloned bands E, J, and D showed that tumor-specific increased intensity of these fingerprint bands was caused by the higher copy number of target sequences and not an artifact of the in vitro amplification (ref. 22 and data not shown). The quantitative nature of the amplification levels also is illustrated by the concordance of the relative intensities of band G from chromosome X with the gender of the cancer patients (Fig. 1) . The ability of AP-PCR DNA fingerprinting to detect moderate changes of chromosome copy number also is shown in the fingerprints of tumor cell lines of known karyotype (Fig. 2) . In addition to the correspondence of chromosome X band intensity with the gender of the donors, loss of an autosome is reflected by the decreased intensity of band J from chromosome 13 in the HuTu80 cell line, monosomic for this chromosome. The intensity variation of band gains (see Methods) ranged from 2.276 Ϯ 1.27 in tumor DNA in the case with higher level of gains (chromosome 13 band E), which we estimate represents 3-7 copies.
Ambiguity of Microallelotyping for Determining the Nature of Allelic Imbalances. We carried out PCR amplification of two chromosome 13 microsatellite loci (Fig. 3) Fingerprints were generated by using 40 and 60 ng of DNA of each cell line by using primer MCG1. The band names are at right, and the chromosomes of each band are at left. Bands G and J, from chromosomes X and 13, are double bands because the two DNA strands are resolved in these denaturing gels. Band I (chromosome 7) is polymorphic in the human population, including length polymorphisms, and there are nonlinear fluctuations in the intensity of the amplified PCR product due to sequence changes in the primer annealing regions. However, comparative analysis of tumor and normal tissues from the same individual is informative for gains or losses of these sequences because the problem of interindividual variation is eliminated. These cell lines were chosen because of their (pseudo)diploid nature (all but HT29). SW48 exhibits trisomy of 7, there is only one N13 in HuTu80 cells, and LS174-T is monosomic for X (American Tissue Cell Type Collection).
FIG. 3. Microallelotyping of colorectal tumors.
Microsatellite repeats D13S160 and D13S221 (from chromosome 13q) were amplified by PCR from some of the same genomic DNAs that were used in the experiments of Fig. 1 (cases indicated at the top) . The radioactive PCR products were analyzed in denaturing sequencing gels. 16 , the results can be interpreted as indicative of LOH at the D13S221 locus and in tumors 8 and 16 of the D13S160 locus. However, as shown by the fingerprints (Fig. 1 ), in concert with Southern blot hybridization (data not shown), the consistent change in these tumors was the gain but not the loss of chromosome 13 sequences. These results show that microallelotyping only detects allelic imbalances because an apparent loss of one allele in tumor compared with normal tissue can be caused by the gains of the other allele.
Although the use of microalleltyping alone is insuficient to determine gains, in combination with amplotyping it provides additional information on the chromosomal alterations undergone in the aneuploid cancer cell. For instance, whereas in the telomeric chromosome 13 region both alleles appear to be gained, in the more centromeric 13q14-q21 region, gains of one allele are accompanied by the losses of the other (Fig. 4) .
Amplotype of Colorectal Cancer. The global results of these analyses are represented in Fig. 5 . The frequency of losses and gains was similar. An average of near 25% of all chromosomal regions analyzed exhibited losses or gains per tumor, and their combined values reached near 50%. The average frequency of chromosomal losses is slightly higher than the fractional allelic loss determined by allelotyping (4). This may be explained because of the more advanced stage of progression of our tumors. On the other hand, the amplotype approach is not as sensitive to detect allelic losses as the allelotype procedure because loss of one allele and reduplication of the other would score positive by allelotyping but negative by amplotyping. This situation is revealed by the combination of fingerprinting, Southern blot, and microallelotyping. For instance, case 7 shows that the intensity of the D band in the fingerprint is not decreased (Fig. 1) . However, allelotyping of these bands showed the loss of one allele of the chromosome 8 D band in both primary and metastatic tumor (data not shown), indicating that the loss of one allele was accompanied by the reduplication of the other. A similar conclusion can be reached for the length polymorphic band S from chromosome 12 in both tumor tissues of case 9 (Fig. 1) . The gain of the long allele compensates the loss of the short. The amplotype of metastatic colon cancer (Fig. 5) shows that losses of sequences from chromosomes 1, 4, 9, 14, and 18 occurred in Ϸ50% of the tumors. Over 50% of tumors also exhibited gains of bands from chromosomes 6 and 20 and over 75% of tumors exhibited gains in multiple bands from chromosomes 8 and 13.
Chromosomal Imbalances in Primary and Metastatic Colon Cancer. The availability of 12 cases with both primary and metastatic tumors allowed us to investigate whether any of the chromosomal changes were metastasis-specific. Most consistent gains or losses were not significantly associated with metastatic cancer. For instance, neither the gains of chromosome 8 nor 13 were events specific for the metastatic process but to precede it. However, chromosome 4 losses and chromosome 6 gains were significantly associated with the metastatic stage (Fig. 6) .
DISCUSSION
AP-PCR DNA fingerprinting can be used to detect genetic alterations during tumorigenesis. This approach presents several advantages compared with other techniques. One PCR allows quantitative comparison of normal and tumor tissues at multiple sites of the genome and also permits the single-step cloning of DNA fragments representing altered genomic sites (22) . It also gives an overall picture of the extent of genetic damage in tumor cells that may have prognostic value for cancer (24) . The technique also permits the simultaneous identification in many tumor samples of moderate allelic losses and gains. The genomic localization of these loci can be determined earlier at the chromosomal or subchromosomal levels by the use of somatic human-rodent monochromosome or radiation hybrids (refs. 22 and 23 and unpublished work).
Consequently, this approach represents a molecular tool of high resolution for cancer cytogenetics.
Among the findings in this study is the existence of potential tumor suppressor genes for colorectal cancer at chromosomes 1 and 9 and for the metastatic stage at chromosome 4. There are no reports of recurrent chromosome 4 losses nor of metastasis-specific cancer genes in colorectal cancer. This underscores the power of unbiased DNA fingerprinting to identify new genomic regions containing potential tumor suppressor genes. In addition, losses of one of the bands from chromosome 4 have value as a poor prognostic indicator for colorectal cancer. Independent AP-PCR analysis of a collection of colorectal carcinomas for which follow-up information was available (24) revealed that, among the fingerprint band displaying recurrent alterations, somatic loss of the BLUE primer band N from chromosome 4 (23) was a prognostic indicator of poor survival (unpublished work). Therefore, the association of the losses of these sequences with the metastatic stage may be explained by assuming that the tumors that undergo the losses of these sequences have an enhanced ability to metastasize.
Another significant finding of our study is that moderate gains of chromosome sequences are equally prevalent as the losses. Although determination of losses is ''digital'' (yes or no), the extent of chromosomal sequence gains represented by the fingerprint bands is ''analogical'' because, in principle, there is no upper limit. However, we estimate that these gains represented no more than five to seven copies in any of the cases studied with the arbitrary primers used in this work. Detection of typical amplicons (undergoing more than 10-fold amplification) by AP-PCR DNA fingerprinting can be achieved by using more primers (26) . The lower limit of detection of chromosomal gains appears to be 3, but because of sensitivity limitations of the method we cannot formally distinguish triploidy from tetraploidy. However, in contrast with the ''digital'' losses, the functional difference of an ''analogical'' gain of three vs. four copies seems not so critical.
We also found that gains of some chromosomes occur with a frequency significantly higher than previously reported by cytogenetic and molecular cytogenetic (CGH) approaches. This can be explained because our approach to detect gains is independent of the location of the gained sequences either in a chromosome recognizable cytogenetically or within a chromosomal region of a minimum size to be detectable by CGH. The high frequency of moderate gains of chromosomes 6, 8, and 13 illustrates the importance for tumor progression of chromosomal imbalances leading to moderate overrepresentation of gene products.
Evidence supporting the role in tumor development of moderate gains of genetic material is well established (10) (11) (12) . However, these moderate gains in cancer development have remained essentially unexplored. This is due in part to fashionable changes in the prevalent scientific archetypes: first, there was the excitement of the studies on mutant dominant oncogenes and later on recessive tumor suppressor genes. These temporal fluctuations depend heavily on the technical advances preceding (2, 27) the trend-setting studies (4, 28) . However, although several approaches have been applied to study genetic changes in cancer cells (see Introduction), no simple techniques have been available for the study of moderate gains of genetic material.
We have shown that DNA fingerprinting by AP-PCR fulfills the requirements for a technique, that because of its simplicity and sensitivity, it facilitates the estimation of the prevalence of moderate gains of genetic material in tumors. These gains imply the existence of a gene or a set of genes in the corresponding chromosomes whose moderate gains are selected during tumor progression, probably because their products confer a selective advantage for growth or survival to the tumor cells. This hypothesis is based on the principle that, if the same somatic mutation occurs independently and in a consistent manner, it is probably relevant for tumor development (7, 29) .
Gains of chromosome 8q have been described in colorectal cancer by cytogenetics and molecular cytogenetics. The frequency of such gains, often due to trisomy, range from 20 to 50% by cytogenetics: 9 of 18 (30); 36 of 116 (31); or by CGH: 8 of 16 (32) . Having used AP-PCR fingerprinting, we report here a frequency of gains of 76% by scoring individual fingerprint bands (Fig. 5) . These three fingerprint bands have been localized to 8q subchromosomal regions (at a resolution of a few megabases) by the use of radiation hybrid panels (unpublished work). The data do not excludes c-Myc as the most obvious candidate for the 8q gene selected for during tumor progression. There are numerous reports on c-Myc amplification in colon cancer (ref . 33 and references therein) . However, none of these reports reached a frequency as high as that we obtained by amplotyping, probably because of the difficulties in determining moderate levels (equivalent to trisomy͞tetrasomy) of gains by molecular hybridization approaches. Therefore, the role of c-Myc activation in colorectal cancer might have been underestimated. Nevertheless, c-Myc may not be the only functional locus in the 8q gains, and the chromosomal region undergoing overrepresentation may contain additional relevant genes for tumor progression (34) .
Similar analysis of the chromosome 13 gains yields a more complex pattern because the three fingerprint bands A 0 , E, and J are overrepresented concomitantly in many cases (Fig. 4) . Work in progress is aimed to localize more precisely the common region(s) of gain of this chromosome, which also have been implicated previously in colon cancer by cytogenetic: 10 of 18 (30); 37 of 116 (31); restriction fragment length polymorphisms͞ LOH: 10 of 31 (35) ; and CGH: 8 of 16 (32) and 5 of 12 (36) analyses, but with lower frequency. Because of this high incidence, we conclude that overrepresentation of 13q loci is a nearly obligatory step for the late stages of colorectal cancer.
We also have shown that microallelotyping by PCR amplification of dinucleotide repeats exhibits an intrinsic ambiguity on the determination of losses or gains of the polymorphic alleles, which may be misleading to identify the relevant alteration (Fig.  3) . Thus, microallelotyping may be only informative to determine allelic imbalances (37) but not LOH (38) , which, as shown by our study, are not equivalent. However, in concert with DNA fingerprinting, microallelotyping may add critical information on the mechanisms underlying these chromosomal alterations. Our results indicate that, at least in some cases, the relevant alteration is the quantitative increase in genetic material because there appears to be a selection for gains of either of the two alleles. For instance, in some cases, one of the chromosome 13q alleles is overrepresented in the primary tumor, but the other is overrepresented in the metastasis (Fig. 4) . In these situations, the gained chromosome probably harbors wild-type allele(s). On the other hand, gains of some sequences also may be accompanied by LOH (for instance, see Fig. 1 case 9, band S; Fig. 4 and refs. 39 and 40) , suggesting the coexistence of positive and negative regulators of cell growth or survival closely located in the same chromosomal region. These findings may be disclosing a protective mechanism for cancer development because it would hinder the mutational unmasking of the oncogenic potential latent in these chromosomal regions.
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